The linearized Navier-Stokes equations play a central role in describing the unsteady motion of a viscous fluid inside a porous tube. Asymptotic solutions of these equations have been found and here we extend the class of known solutions by solving the problem for an arbitrary mean flow function of the Berman type. In the process, we show how not only do we recover, confirm, or correct some of the previously known solutions, but also find some completely new forms. It is interesting that, for sufficiently small injection, the Sexl profile can be restored from ours. Furthermore, we find that analytical, numerical, and experimental results obtained by other investigators compare favorably with ours. The methods we apply provide accurate expressions for the main flow variables and help describe the ensuing oscillatory field. By appealing to a space-reductive multiple-scale technique, the problem's underlying length scale is rigorously derived. Our results indicate that, irrespective of the mean flow details, the unsteady component of vorticity initiated by small pressure disturbances can be more intense than its mean counterpart. No vortical study in porous tubes can therefore be complete unless it incorporates the unsteady field contribution.
I. Introduction
UCH attention has been given to the description of internal flows established inside circular tubes with transpiring walls. Depending on whether fluid is being added or withdrawn, examples cited in the literature have ranged from paper making, 1 to the modeling of biological flows, 2 to simulations of the combustion-induced gas motion inside solid rocket motors. 3 Research motivation was spurred on by a series of interesting technological processes. Pertinent applications have included flow filtration, isotope separation, surface ablation, pulmonary circulation, and arterial blood flow modeling. Whereas earlier studies have focused on steady laminar flow analyses, the more challenging temporal aspects have been deferred to later investigations. In order to gain perspective on the problem at hand, a brief summary will now be presented.
The earliest account of steady flow solutions in channels with porous boundaries can be attributed to Berman. 4 Provided that fluid was being injected or removed uniformly through the sidewalls, Berman was able to introduce a technique that reduced the NavierStokes system into a single ordinary differential equation. Following Berman's landmark paper, a number of studies appeared in succession. Most were often valid over restricted ranges of fluid injection or suction. Further studies addressed the issue of spatial development and stability along with the existence of unique or multiple solutions. Experimental investigations were reported as well.
For circular pipes and tubes, Yuan and Finkelstein 5 presented asymptotic solutions in the limiting cases of small suction and both small and large injection. Their formulation depended on the crossflow Reynolds number R . This key parameter was based on the uniform injection speed V , tube radius a , and kinematic viscosity ν . For large R , their solution correctly reduced to the inviscid expression reported by Taylor, 1 that same year, for infinite injection. After classifying each type of possible solutions based on the ranges of R , Terrill and Thomas employed matched asymptotic expansions to treat the general problem of a tube with a linearly accelerating surface velocity. Inasmuch as the porous pipe flow problem could be reproduced from their generalized formulation, their results shared similar features to the foregoing predictions. The spatial stability of such selfsimilar flows was later addressed by Durlofsky and Brady. 7 The physicality of corresponding similarity solutions was examined via small perturbations in the streamwise velocity. Taking into account the finite pipe length and the poor likelihood of an inlet velocity satisfying the similarity requirements, Brady 12 studied the spatial development of the velocity structure for arbitrary inlet profiles with suction or injection. He found that, when a critical suction Reynolds number was reached, the influence of inlet conditions extended throughout the tube. This behavior prevented the similarity solution from evolving and caused, instead, collision regions to form near the head end. No such patterns were found with injection.
The influence of both symmetric and asymmetric perturbations was investigated numerically, for the injection case, by Gol'dshtik and Ersh. 13 Details showed that laminar solutions representing straightthrough flow were stable for all injection. Conversely, solutions containing an axial reverse-current zone were absolutely unstable, indicating the non-physicality of such solutions. For injection Reynolds numbers exceeding 100, their numerical solution agreed with the asymptotic formulation of Yuan and Finkelstein. 5 Other flow properties, such as skin friction and heat transfer coefficients, have also been examined. The onset of turbulence is another issue that several investigators have attempted to characterize. For steady conditions, useful data can be gathered from Wageman and Guevara, 14 Yuan and Brogren, 15 Olson and Eckert, 16 Sviridenkov and Yagodkin, 17 Beddini, 18 and Dunlap et al. 19 The foregoing studies have confirmed the existence of a laminar segment whose size depended on the crossflow Reynolds number. They have also indicated that mean turbulent profiles differed only slightly from their laminar counterparts derived, for example, by Yuan and Finkelstein. 5 Such studies reinforced the importance of laminar solutions.
The challenges of modeling flows inside porous tubes rises to a new level of complexity when oscillatory wave motion is superimposed. Such has been the case when cold-flow simulations were undertaken for the purpose of understanding the internal gas dynamics during solid propellant burning. A number of experimental studies have, in fact, attempted to capture the nature of velocity oscillations inside tubes with transpiring walls. Tests realized on reactive propellants have spanned a range of almost four decades. In order to both reduce the hazards of dealing with live propellants and, in an effort to facilitate data acquisition, alternative procedures were sought at times. The goal was to relay the inherent fluid dynamics while relying on safe simulations of the gas addition process. The answer was found, partly, in pursuing cold-flow simulations of the injection mechanism.
Several investigators have undertaken cold-flow experiments that use nitrogen, carbon dioxide, or air to simulate the injectant. By way of illustration, one can enumerate: Dunlap et al., 19 Ma, Van Moorhem and Shorthill, 20, 21 Barron, Majdalani and Van Moorhem, 22 Griffond and Casalis, 23 and Casalis, Avalon and Pineau. 24 Most of these studies concentrated on reproducing an acoustic setting of the closed-closed boundary type. Such setting pertained to chambers that comprised impermeable head-end walls and choked flow at the downstream end. Acoustic closure at the aft end simulated rocket motors that (invariably) ended with a choked De Laval nozzle. Imposition of acoustic conditions of the closed-open type were also considered in cold-flow studies of nozzleless tubes. Being reserved to fewer applications, acoustic environments of the closed-open type received less attention. In the current study, formulations that apply to both acoustic types will be made available. However, the physical -3-American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics description will focus on the closed-closed configuration.
Mathematical modeling of the oscillatory field over transpiring surfaces was chiefly developed by Culick 3 and Flandro. [25] [26] [27] [28] In fact, the first analytical solution for the oscillatory field with infinitely large injection was successfully derived by Flandro. 26 This formulation was fictitiously two-dimensional: it ignored the downstream convection of unsteady vorticity and the radial depreciation of Taylor's mean flow profile. Consequently, it only applied to a small region above the porous wall and a restricted range of physical parameters. An asymptotic solution by Majdalani and Van Moorhem followed. 29, 30 The latter employed the exact Taylor profile yet shared its precursor's inability to incorporate the axial dependency.
Pursuant to Flandro's work, Zhao et al. 31 resorted to multiple scales in order to analyze the developing transient flow that preceded the inception of steadystate oscillations. Zhao's approach provided a crude approximation since it was based on a conjectured set of scales found by intuition. Being the product of guesswork, these scales were different from the uniformly valid scales that were prescribed by the problem's solvability condition. As such, they differed from those derived by Majdalani 32 and Majdalani and Roh. 33 An inviscid solution that incorporated the correct Taylor profile and axial dependency was later presented by Flandro. 27 This was quickly followed by an improved asymptotic solution that included viscous effects. 28 A practically equivalent solution was derived by Majdalani and Van Moorhem 29 using multiple-scale expansions. As shown by Majdalani and Van Moorhem, 34 both multidimensional solutions concurred with numerical simulations. They also showed fair agreement with data gathered from cold-flow experiments by Brown et al. 35 and Dunlap et al. 19 Later, the multiple-scale solution was used to disclose the character of the Stokes boundary-layer structure in porous tubes. 36 Recently, the analogous problem arising in a planar channel has been addressed by Majdalani and Roh. 33 It should be pointed out that most existing analytical solutions for the oscillatory field have been constructed by perturbing an initially steady mainstream that corresponds to the Taylor profile. As a result, they apply, in practice, to a very large influx through the peripheral walls. Such idealizations are quite suitable in simulating the relatively high rates of gas expulsion from propellant surfaces during solid rocket motor burning. In principle, they are limited to an infinitely large crossflow Reynolds number. On that account, it is the purpose of this article to generalize the techniques presented by Flandro, 27, 28 and Majdalani and Van Moorhem 34 by extending their applicability to arbitrary levels of injection. The resulting solutions should be useful over a broader range of physical applications. The article also serves as a vital extension to the planar solution presented recently by Majdalani and Roh. 33 Another novelty is that, whereas a partial WKB solution was presented before, a rigorous asymptotic treatment will be offered in Sec. IV leading to a complete WKB solution. In particular, the characteristic length scales that arise in the circular tube will now be derived using two space-reductive techniques in Secs. V and VI. While one appeals to Prandtl's principle of matching by supplementary expansions, the other will apply the principle of least singular behavior. For confirmation purposes, multiple independent verifications will be presented starting in Sec. VII with comparisons to other solutions. This is followed by a discussion in Sec. VIII wherein experimental and numerical verifications are provided based on the work carried out by Brown et al. 35 and Roh, Tseng and Yang.
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II. Problem Formulation
A. The Finite Circular Tube
We consider the steady flow of a perfect gas in the region bounded by the porous walls of a cylindrical tube of radius a and finite length L a >> . We assume that the speed of the gas at the wall V is uniform. We normalize spatial variables by a and select a curvilinear coordinate system whose origin is anchored at the tube's head-end centre. As shown in Fig. 1, x and r can be used to denote the non-dimensional . The tube is closed at 0 x = corresponding to a zero inlet profile in Berman's formulation. As a result of this, the mainstream described by the streamline patterns of Fig.  1 and collapse the Navier-Stokes equations into
In our notation, 
(1)
As discussed in Sec. I, a number of asymptotic solutions for F are available for different ranges of R (cf. Terrill 
The mean pressure associated with Eq. (2) can be normalized by s p γ , where γ is the ratio of specific heats, and then integrated from the steady flow momentum equation,
Recalling that
Equation (5) concurs with the pressure distribution found by Yuan and Finkelstein, 5 Wageman and Guevara, 14 and Durlofsky and Brady. 7 It indicates that the pressure variation in the axial direction is slow, justifying the usage of a constant value over the range 0 7 0 x < < . It also explains the finite upper limit posted on the tube length in Sec. II.A.
C. Linearized Navier-Stokes Equations
In normalizing variables, the asterisk is used to designate dimensional quantities. The instantaneous velocity, pressure, density, spatial coordinates and time can be rendered dimensionless via
, and
(6) With this choice of parameters, the Navier-Stokes equations with constant properties can be written as
In the presence of small oscillations, the total pressure, density, and velocity can be expressed as linear sums of steady and temporal fluctuations:
where
is the wave amplitude ratio. When the expanded variables are inserted into Eqs. (7)- (8), two sets of equations are obtained at (1) O and ( ) O ε . While the leading-order set reduces to Berman's nonlinear equation, the first-order set gives ( )
In presetting the size of ε , we adopt a notion used extensively in classic combustion stability theory, namely, that
Accordingly, as we reduce M , ε will approach zero more rapidly.
D. Irrotational and Solenoidal Responses
Using the circumflex and tilde to designate irrotational and solenoidal responses (cf. Majdalani and Roh, 33 ) one may write
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The second is the vorticity-driven response given by 
E. Vorticity and Momentum Transport
One may proceed to solve either the vorticity or momentum transport equations. In the first case, one must start by taking the curl of Eq. (19) to obtain ( )
r Sv uv uv
In the second case, u may be derived directly from the momentum equation. To that end, one must first rearrange Eq. (20) into
finds that Eq. (22) exhibits a solution of the form
where n R must be solved from In what follows, both WKB and two-variable multiple-scale expansions will be used to overcome this singularity.
Before initiating the asymptotic work, we introduce (24) with Eqs. (23), (18), and (17).
III. The Vorticity Transport Technique
A. Vorticity Transport Equation
In this section, (21) will be used to derive asymptotic expressions for the rotational vorticity and velocity fields. When
is used in (21), the leading-order equation becomes
Note that n c must be specified in a manner to satisfy the no-slip condition at the wall. This condition must be expressed in terms of vorticity. Recalling that
, and that 1 ( ,1, ) u x t must vanish to prevent slippage, the axial projection of Eq. (12) gives, at the wall
. (28) Rearranging, and using Eq. (17), one gets ( ) ( )
B. Inviscid Solution
At the wall, Eq. (29) must be equated to Eq. (27) in order to specify the separation eigenvalues. Since
This will be true when (32) Differentiating the streamfunction for the velocity gives, at length, ( )
C. Viscous Corrections
In order to properly account for viscous effects, we set
. (34) The viscous correction multipliers, c u and c ϖ , are then found in a manner to satisfy the complete vorticity transport equation. In fact, when Eq. (34) is substituted into Eq. (21), one notes the cancellation of several terms. Balancing the remaining quantities requires that
(35) At this point, a relation between c u and c ϖ is needed to make any headway. Defining 
(36) where 
The integration constant C in Eq. (36) can be specified from Eq. (29) . Noting that 0 (1)
Straightforward substitution into Eqs. (36), (34) , and ( Using the superscript ' V ' for the vorticity transport formulation, key results obtained heretofore can be summarized in ( ) ( )
(44)
IV. The WKB Technique
A. The WKB Expansion Formal WKB theory 39 suggests setting ( )
where δ is a small parameter and 
By the same token, one finds 
The first-order WKB solution can be constructed via Eq. (45) . Using 'W' for WKB, one may write 
for small R , and
for large R . Here
2 csc 18 2 9 cot 4 csc 2 3 cot 
(56) This expression can be used in conjunction with Eqs. (18) , (17) , and (14) to construct the oscillatory velocity component. At length, one finds 
Inserting these expansions into Eq. (24), terms of the same power in ε can be collected. The result is
( )
Since ( 
C. Prandtl's Principle of Matching by Supplementary Expansions
Based on Prandtl's principle of matching by supplementary functions, the undetermined-scale solution developed here must exhibit the same leadingorder terms obtained using the basic WKB expansion. Physically, the spatial damping function in Eq. (66) must match its counterpart arising in the WKB solution. This will be the case when
As usual, the superscript 'U' is used to denote the result based on the undetermined-scale technique. Having determined U η , the undetermined coordinate transformation can be specified from Eq. (65). The result is
Equation (68) is a key expression that unravels the dependence of ( ) s r on the Berman function F . The algebraic content of Eq. (68) may be reason for the futility of standard multiple-scale methods.
D. The Undetermined-Scale Solution
Having determined n R , Eq. (66) can be substituted into Eqs. (23) and (18) 
(71) where 
Despite their dissimilar expressions, both 
VI. The Generalized-Scale Technique
A. Nonlinear Transformation
In the previous section, the modified variable is left unspecified while carrying out the two-scale expansion. At the conclusion of the asymptotic analysis, physical arguments are employed to evaluate the required transformation. These physical arguments are based on comparisons with the basic WKB solution. Despite the novelty in retaining an undetermined scale throughout the derivation process, the main limitation plaguing the previous approach lies in its strict dependence on the availability of an alternative approximation. This limitation is caused by Prandtl's principle requiring the -9-American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics presence of at least one other expansion for the same problem.
The main purpose of this section is to present a different approach that leads to the independent specification of the inner scaling transformation. This will be obtained by imposing the problem's solvability condition stemming from the principle of minimum singularity. At the outset, the generally nonlinear scale will be determined by satisfying the mathematical constraint requiring boundedness between successive asymptotic orders. Unlike the former solutions, the current procedure precludes guessing and reveals, totally independently, the problem's intrinsic scales.
B. The Generalized Two-Scale Expansion
As before, we assume the Poincaré expansion The only difference here is that the general transformation will have to originate from the problem's solvability condition. The leadingorder solution can be readily put in the form
where 1 C awaits evaluation from the first-order equation. This corrective multiplier must be determined in a manner to promote the least singular behavior in n R . To that end, we find it unnecessary to determine (1) R fully. In fact, it will be sufficient to formulate a solvability condition for which an asymptotic series of the form
can exist. This may be accomplished by first introducing
R r r R r r Π = .
(78)
In order to determine Π , one can multiply Eq. (61) by 
Noting that the left-hand-side is the derivative of Π , Eq. (79) can be written as 
C. The Problem's Solvability Condition
In order to promote a uniformly valid asymptotic series, the ratio of This can be accomplished by imposing
For arbitrary F , Π will be bounded 1 r ∀ if
Here 0 C is a constant that can be later determined from 
At this point, small corrections of 
In the above, 'G' denotes a multiple-scale solution based on a generalized coordinate. The current solution can be expressed in the same form given by Eq. (71) and Eq. (75). The difference here is that 
E. The General Characteristic Length
In the current analysis, determination of η is not a prerequisite for finding ( ) s r . Specification of the generalized scale in Eq. (84) is done exclusively by observing the principle of minimum singularity. From (84), the need for a nonlinear coordinate transformation is explicitly ascertained. Although unnecessary, the problem's characteristic length scale can be evaluated from Eqs. 
B. Zhao's Approximation
In similar but independent work concerned with large sidewall injection in a tube, Zhao et al. 31 introduced a nonlinear transformation also. However, Zhao's transformation was based on the choice of two scales that were found by intuition. While the first scale was taken to be the radial distance from the wall, the second was based on a 'much shorter length associated with the radial distance traveled by a fluid particle on the acoustic timescale.' Subject to a minor correction in the lower bound of Zhao's defining integral (i.e., the lower bound should be '1' instead of '0' lest the nonlinear scale be indeterminate), the two scales introduced by Zhao are The scaling transformation employed by Zhao et al. 31 can be extended to a problem with arbitrary injection. For that purpose, one must have -11-American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
VIII. Results and Discussion
A. Characteristic Length Scales
So far several nonlinear length scales have been presented. Physically F . This may also explain the reduced precision that can be associated with Zhao's approximation.
It should be noted that the idea of a nonlinear scale is not entirely novel. It has been reported by Van Dyke 40 that a nonlinear transformation had been first introduced by Munson. 41 The relevant work involved the convection-diffusion equation appropriate to the study of the vortical layer on an inclined cone. In that problem, linear stretching was ineffective, and an inner coordinate of the form 1 r r ε = had to be devised. The main novelty in the current analysis lies, perhaps, in the manner by which the scales are derived, a posteriori, by appealing to fundamental principles.
B. Comparison to Numerical Simulations of the Linearized Momentum Equation
A sample comparison between different velocity formulations is given in Table 1 u as a benchmark, relative errors are determined and plotted in Fig. 3 for the first two oscillation modes and the same physical setting. Whereas discrepancies between most asymptotic solutions and N 1 u are almost too small to be discerned graphically, the error in
u exhibits large random peaks that reflect non-uniformity. These random deviations become more pronounced at higher oscillation modes. This result can be attributed to the clear differences (shown in Fig. 2 Enlargements are shown in the insets.
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C. Computational Verification
The most striking result is, perhaps, the good agreement found when asymptotic predictions are compared with numerical simulations of the complete set of (nonlinear) Navier-Stokes equations. Inasmuch as small nonlinearities are not incorporated in the analytical derivations, deviations between asymptotics and numerical simulations turn out to be smaller than expected. A sample comparison is provided in Fig. 4 for the first three oscillation modes of a typical large injection case. While the axial locations are chosen to coincide with harmonic pressure nodes, results obtained are based on the fully implicit, finite volume code developed by Roh, Tseng and Yang. 37 The small discrepancies between asymptotic and computational data are ascribed to the finite space and time discretization errors, and to small nonlinearities that elude the asymptotic model. Note, in particular, the presence of 
D. Experimental Verification
In order to better understand the oscillatory flow character over transpiring surfaces, numerous velocity and pressure measurements have been gathered during cold-flow experiments conducted by Brown and coworkers. 19, 35 Their tests were carried out using a circular tube that allowed steady sidewall injection of Nitrogen gas. Their setup corresponded to: -14-American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics factored in. Note that, at the wall, the phase lag can be calculated, following Majdalani, 36 to be:
(98) This result can be numerically verified F ∀ .
E. Evolution of Unsteady Velocity and Vorticity
Unlike the vorticity transport formulation, the generalized-scale solution is sufficiently compact to provide simple expressions for a number of flow features. Included are the depth of penetration, Richardson overshoot factor, phase lag, and velocity modulus. The first three features have been covered, for large R , by Majdalani. 36 The arbitrary injection case can be similarly treated. The velocity modulus will be now examined because of its usefulness in describing the flow character across the tube's finite length.
For a typical test case, 1 u can be evaluated and shown in Fig. 6 at several discrete locations. For the first three oscillation modes, patterns are clearly influenced by the inviscid pressure mode shapes. Rotational amplitudes are largest along the wall near harmonic pressure nodes where the pressure-driven velocity response is most intense. Pressure nodes may be identified by / ) and stretch across the solution domain. In fact, when 1 u is plotted at several axial locations, the rotational nodes are found to appear at the radial intersections with the zero vorticity streaklines.
Whereas acoustic velocity nodes correspond to zero vorticity points, the most appreciable vorticity sources appear at the pressure nodes. In fact, a close examination of Eq. (29) confirms that fresh vorticity is constantly supplied at the wall where the oscillatory pressure gradient in the axial direction is perpendicular to the radially incoming flow. Thus ( ,1) x Ω is highest at 
F. Curvature Effects
In order to illustrate the principal differences between axisymmetric and planar motions, results in Fig. 6 are shown for two geometrically similar ducts, namely, for a tube (solid lines) and a channel (broken lines) that exhibit circular and rectangular cross-sections. We find the inward penetration of vorticity to be more significant in a channel due to the absence of curvature. A curvature appears to inhibit the penetration depth of vorticity by reducing the flow cross-section normal to incoming streams. For the same reason, the unsteady velocity amplitude decays more rapidly in a tube.
With respect to mean vorticity generation and transport, two interesting features can be noted. The first regards vorticity amplitudes. By comparing the mean flow velocity and vorticity in Eq. (2) to that in a channel, 33 one finds, for any position x ,
Hence, for large R ,
is four times larger near the wall in a tube than in a channel with
Reasons can be attributed to the larger axial velocity in the tube. The larger amplitudes are compounded by vortex augmentation caused by the radial compression of circular vortex rings. Such compression is not present in the less vortical channel having the same aspect ratio. As explained by Flandro 27 and Majdalani, Flandro and Roh, 43 vorticity can lead to an important destabilizing term in solid rocket motor combustion that needs to be accounted for lest predictions fall short of actual measurements. From that perspective, an enhanced vortical field in a tube is likely to promote a less stable acoustic environment. -
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The second feature regards the transverse penetration of mean vorticity. Since vorticity is carried by the mean flow, its penetration depth is found to be more significant in a channel where a more gradual flow turning occurs. As flow turning requires energy to be transferred from the axial acoustic field to the radially incoming fluid, the energy exchange happens more rapidly near the walls of a tube. Despite the smaller local vorticity in the channel, the infinite radius of curvature allows vorticity rings to tap deeper into the core. Conversely, since a finite curvature inhibits the inward propagation of vorticity, a broader inviscid core is realized in a tube.
G. Comparison to Sexl's Profile
Since the mean flow is solely induced by the influx at the walls, suppressing injection drastically alters our model. As we approach the limiting process of zero injection, walls become impermeable and pressure loses its mean component. The question that could be raised is: where should one stop? We find that, if V in our model is made comparable to the Stokes diffusion speed, 2ων , our results will mimic Sexl's exact solution for an oscillatory flow bounded by rigid walls. In that event, dynamic similarity parameters can be chosen such that . The wall injection velocity will hence be slightly smaller than the diffusion speed. One may interpret this condition to be reflective of insignificant injection. The resulting field can be compared to the exact solution given by Sexl 44 for an oscillating fluid inside an impermeable tube. The latter is derived for an infinitely long tube and exhibits first mode oscillations that are independent of x . Due to our tube's finite length, we compare 1 u in Fig. 7 to the exact solution at / ½ x l = and 1 m = . Graphically, the comparison seems to indicate a favorable agreement between asymptotic and exact predictions. In particular, when injection is virtually absent, a reversal can be noted in the role played by viscosity. This phenomenon is consistent with Prandtl's classic theory foreseeing a deeper vortical presence at higher viscosity (Fig. 7a) .
Overall, our approximate solution seems to embrace Sexl's solution when injection is reduced to the diffusion speed. Thus, although it is possible to approximate the one-dimensional oscillatory solution from ours, the converse is not true. Since In the absence of appreciable wall injection, the penetration of vorticity diminishes when viscosity is reduced -going from (a) to (b). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
H. Viscosity and the Boundary Layer
Observations made in the channel analogue regarding the role of viscosity are reconfirmed here for an arbitrary mean flow function. For moderate-to-large injection speeds, the penetration depth is found to diminish with increasing viscosity. However, for sufficiently small injection, the depth of penetration decreases when viscosity is made smaller. In order to understand the seemingly paradoxical role played by viscosity, one needs to examine the details of the penetration depth, * ∆ . To begin, one needs to realize that * ∆ encompasses two adjacent regions: a highly vortical layer immediately above the wall followed by a highly viscous layer of ( / ) O V ν that is blown-off by the incoming stream.
For sufficiently small injection, the solution is a strongly damped wave whose viscous layer is formed in the close proximity of the wall. Moreover, it is much larger than the vortical layer pressed beneath it. The resulting depth of penetration becomes slightly larger than the Stokes layer of ( / ) O ν ω . Now when viscosity is increased, the viscous layer grows in size and the rate at which vorticity diffuses increases also. The enhanced diffusion rate causes the underlying vorticity layer to narrow in thickness. Since the vortical thickness is of order 3 2 /( ) V ω ν , it can be near zero for sufficiently small V ; as such, the net reduction in the vorticity sheet constitutes an insignificant contribution to the overall depth of penetration. The net growth in the viscous layer outweighs the net reduction in the thin vorticity layer to the point that a larger * ∆ is realized. For appreciable injection reported in cold-flow studies, the highly viscous layer of ( / ) O V ν is now pushed to the central portion of the tube. 45 It is much thinner than the vorticity layer of u is offset by the increased algebraic complexity in evaluating its first-order correction terms (e.g., Eq. (59a)). The simplicity, accuracy, and ease of evaluating G 1 u make it our favorite solution. for the large injection case. As 
IX. Concluding Remarks
The quest for exact or asymptotic solutions of the viscous flow equations in porous tubes has a long history. In this work, we have presented a comprehensive account of the forms of asymptotic approximations that can proceed from the linearized vorticity and momentum transport equations. In contrast to previous studies of this topic that have addressed specific physical settings, we have implemented a systematic investigation using a general form of the mean flow field. Other authors have typically considered one level of injection in a given geometric setting. This work has demonstrated the possibility of presenting the final solution in a generic form that provides realizable expressions for any sufficiently differentiable mean flow function F . The generalized formulations show how not only do we recover (e.g., u ). These have been catalogued in their most simple forms in Secs. III to VII. Any of them can be repeated for a more elaborate setting that includes, for example, the effects of expanding or contracting walls, nonuniformly permeable boundaries, and suction instead of injection. They can also be used to study the onset of hydrodynamic instability in the tube. As such, they open new lines of further inquiry.
Our solutions are especially useful in correcting deficiencies in current predictive algorithms used to determine the system stability in solid rocket motors. By demonstrating that unsteady vorticity exceeds in magnitude its steady counterpart, we have established the importance of implementing the elements of vorticity, viscosity, and other flow interactions not incorporated previously. To avoid combustion instabilities late in the development cycle, corrective procedures that include vorticity effects, such as those developed here, must therefore be accommodated in the analysis of oscillatory flows in high energy propulsion systems and industrial burners.
From a physical standpoint, our formulations promote a complete flow characterization that displays interesting vorticity and velocity patterns. These patterns are strongly influenced by the acoustic pressure mode shapes. For example, we find the most significant sources of unsteady vorticity to be concentrated near pressure nodes (at / , ) and ( 2, 4 ) for small and large R . While a smaller radius of curvature inhibits the inward penetration of mean and unsteady vorticity, it promotes larger vortical magnitudes. It is reassuring that our mathematical models, which have been hypothetical in nature, could be corroborated by experimental and computational tests. It is also vital that our formulations could reproduce exact solutions (such as Sexl's) and confirm, correct, or recover previously reported approximations. In the case of the generalized-scale technique, the ensuing work encompasses a completely new and rigorous method of analysis. The underlying multiple-scale structure encountered here can be attributed to the co-evolution of radial convection and viscous diffusion of vorticity waves on separate radial dimensions. Similar interactions can be present in other convectiondiffusion problems that have been, heretofore, impossible to solve.
